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Abstract 

In this paper, we research p-supersolubility of finite groups. We determine the 
structure of some groups by using the completely conditionally permutable 
subgroups. We obtain some sufficient or necessary and sufficient conditions of a 
finite group is p-supersolvable. 

1. Introduction 

All groups considered in this paper are finite. 
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Let H and T be subgroups of a group G. It is well known that H is 
called permutable with T, if HTHHT ,=  is said to be permutable in G, 

if H is permutable with all subgroups of G, and H be s-permutable in G, if 
PHHP =  for all Sylow subgroups P of G. 

The permutable subgroups have many interesting properties. For 
example, Ore [9] proved that every permutable subgroups H of a group G 
is subnormal in G. However, for two subgroups H and T of a group G, 
may be they are not permutable but there exists an element Gx ∈  such 

that .HTHT xx =  Guo et al. [4, 5] introduce the concepts of conditionally 
permutable subgroups and completely conditionally permutable 
subgroups. With these concepts, some new elegant results have been 
obtained [6-8, 11]. In this paper, we determine the structures of some 
groups by using the completely conditionally permutable subgroups. 
Some new criterions of p-supersolubility of some finite groups will be 
given and some known results are generalized. 

We use “cc-permutable” to denote “completely conditionally 
permutable”. As usual, we denote a maximal subgroup M of G by GM ⋅<  
and a minimal normal subgroup A of G by .GA <⋅  All unexplained 
notions and terminologies are standard, see [3] and [13]. 

2. Preliminaries 

We cite here some known results which are useful in the later. 

Definition 1 ([5]). Let G be a group. Suppose GH ≤  and .GT ≤  
Then 

(1) H is called cc-permutable with T in G, if there exists some ∈x  

TH ,  such that ,HTHT xx =  where TH ,  is the subgroup of G 

generated by H and T. 

(2) H is called cc-permutable in G, if for every subgroup K of G, there 

exists some KHx ,∈  such that .HKHK xx =  

Lemma 1 ([3]; Theorem 1.9.4). The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) G is p-supersolvable; 

(2) G is p-solvable and the index of every maximal subgroup of G 
either equal to p or be -p′ number. 

Lemma 2 ([3]; Theorem 1.7.7). Let G be -π′ solvable group. Then there 
at least exists one -π′ Hall subgroup π′G  of G, and for every -π′ subgroup A 

of G, there exists some Gx ∈  such that .π′⊆ GAx  In particular, any two 
-π′ Hall subgroups of G are conjugate in G. 

Lemma 3 ([3]; Theorem 1.7.6). Let G be -π solvable group. Then there 
at least exists one -π Hall subgroup πG  of G, and for every -π subgroup A 

of G, there exists some Gx ∈  such that .π⊆ GAx  In particular, any two 
-π Hall subgroups of G are conjugate in G.  

Lemma 4 ([4]). Let G be a group. Suppose that GN <  and .GH ≤  
Then 

(1) If GTN ≤≤  and H is cc-permutable with T in G, then NHN  
is cc-permutable with NT  in ;NG  

(2) Assume that HN ≤  and ,GT ≤  if NH  is cc-permutable with 
NTN  in ,NG  then H is cc-permutable with T in G; 

(3) Assume that GMT ≤≤  and ,MH ≤  if H is cc-permutable in G, 
then H is cc-permutable with T in M. 

Lemma 5 ([2]; Theorem 1.8). Let G be p-solvable and outer p-
supersolvable group. Then ANG =  and ,1=NA I  where <⋅⋅< NGA ,  

G  and .1, >α= αpN  

Lemma 6 ([10]; Lemma 2). Let G be a group, if there exist subgroups 

M and K of G such that ,MKG =  then yx KMG =  for any ., Gyx ∈  

Lemma 7 ([1]; Theorem 2). If ABG =  is the product of two 
supersoluble subgroups A and B of G such that A permutes with every 
maximal subgroup of B, and B permutes with every maximal subgroup of 
A, then G is solvable group. 
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3. Main Result 

Theorem 1. Let G be a p-solvable group. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i)  G is p-supersolvable; 

(ii) Every maximal subgroup of G with the index of αp  is cc-

permutable in G, where α is an integer; 

(iii) Every maximal subgroup of G with the index of αp  is cc-

permutable with every maximal subgroup of Sylow p-subgroup of G in G; 

(iv) Every maximal subgroup of G is cc-permutable with every 
maximal subgroup of Sylow p-subgroup of G in G. 

Proof. ( ) ( )iii ⇒  

Let G be p-supersolvable group and M is a maximal subgroup of G, 

where .: β= pMG  It is clear that pMG =:  by Lemma 1. Obviously, 

we know that MKM =,  or GKM =,  for any subgroup K of G. If 

,, MKM =  then MK x ⊆  for any KMx ,∈  and == MMK x  

.MK x  If ,, GKM =  let ppKKK ′=  and ppppp KGMMMM ,′′ ==  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )MHallMKHallKMSylpMKSylp ppppp ′′′′ ∈∈∈∈ ,,,  and pG ′  

( ).GHallp′∈  By Lemma 2, there exists some GKMx =∈ ,  such that 

.MGK p
x
p ⊆⊆ ′′  If ,MK x

p ⊆  then .MKMMK xx ==  If ,MK x
p ⊆/  

then 

.xxx
p MKMKMKG ===  

All imply that M is cc-permutable in G. 

( ) ( )iiiii ⇒  

It is concluded from the definition of cc-permutable subgroups. 
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( ) ( )iviii ⇒  

Let G be a p-solvable group and every maximal subgroup of G with 
the index of αp  is cc-permutable with every maximal subgroup of Sylow 
p-subgroup of G in G. 

For any maximal subgroup M of G, then β= pMG :  or MG :  is a 
-p′ number, where β  is an integer. Set ( )GSylpP ∈  and .1 PP ⋅<  If 

,: β= pMG  then M is cc-permutable with 1P  in G by the hypothesis. If 
MG :  is a -p′ number, then MPM =1,  or GPM =1,  since 

.GM ⋅<  Assume ., 1 MPM =  Clearly, for any MPPMx x ⊆∈ 11 ,,  

and .11 MPMMP xx ==  Now suppose ., 1 GPM =  It is easy to see that 
,pppp MGMMM ′′ ==  where ( ) ( )GSylpGMSylpM pp ∈∈ ,  and pM ′  

( ).MHallp′∈  By Lemma 3, there exists some GPMx =∈ 1,  such that 

.1 MGP p
x ⊆⊆  Hence, .11 MPMMP xx ==  All imply that M is cc-

permutable with 1P  in G. 

( ) ( )iiv ⇒  

Let G be a p-solvable group and every maximal subgroup of G is cc-
permutable with every maximal subgroup of Sylow p-subgroup of G in G. 

Assume that the proposition (i) is false and let G be a counterexample 
of a minimal order. Let ( ),,, HGSylpHPHGHMGH ∈⋅<⋅ <  
and .1 HPHP ⋅<  If ( )PSylpP ∈0  and ( ),12 PSylpP ∈  then ,GM ⋅<  

( )GSylpP ∈0  and .02 PP ⋅<  Hence, by the hypothesis, M is cc-
permutable with 2P  in G. Clearly, HPHHP 12 =  and 

.0 HPHHP =  By Lemma 4, HP1  is cc-permutable with HM  in 
.HG  This shows that the hypothesis holds on .HG  

Since G is p-solvable and outer p-supersolvable group, by Lemma 5, 
ANG =  and ,1=NA I  where GNGA <⋅⋅< ,  and .1, >α= αpN  

Let ( )GSylpN ∈  and .1 NN ⋅<  By the hypothesis, A is cc-

permutable with 1N  in G. Hence, there exists some 1, NAx ∈  such 

that .11 NAAND xx ==  If ,GD =  then ,:: 1 NAGNAG x ===  
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this is a contradiction since .1 NN ⋅<  So, ,GD ≠  and ,1
xx AAN =  since 

.GAx ⋅<  Then ,1
1

1 =⊆
−

NAN x I  and ,,11 pNN ==  this is a 
contradiction. This induces that N is not a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 

Let ( ),ASylpAp ∈  by Lemma 3, there exists some subgroup ∈P  

( )GSylp  such that .PAp ⊆  And there exists some subgroup 1P  of P such 

that PP ⋅<1  and .1PAp ⊆  By the hypothesis, A is cc-permutable with 

1P  in G. So, there exists some 1, PAy ∈  such that .11 PAAPB yy ==  

Since ,ANG =  then there exists some Aa ∈  and PNn ⊆∈  such that 

.any =  Hence, nAPB 1=  and ,11 PPA nn
p =⊆  since .1 PP <  If ,GB =  

then 

( ) ,1111 PAPAPPAPPP n
p

nn ==== II  

this is a contradiction. This implies that .GB ≠  Thus GAn ⋅<  and =B  

., 1
nn APA ≤  So, .:: NpAGAG n ===  This contradiction comp-

letes the proof. 

Theorem 2. Let G be a p-solvable group, ABG =  and ( ),GSylpA ∈  

( ).GHallB p′∈  If B is cc-permutable in G, then G is p-supersolvable. 

Proof. Assume that the assertion is false and G be a counterexample 
of a minimal order. Let .GH <⋅  Then HG  is p-solvable group and 

,HBHHAHHG ⋅=  where ( )HGSylpHAH ∈  and ∈HBH  

( ).HGHallp′  By the hypothesis and Lemma 4, HBH  is cc-

permutable in .HG  This shows that the hypothesis holds on .HG  

Since G is p-solvable and outer p-supersolvable group, MNG =  and 

1=NM I  by Lemma 5, where GNGM <⋅⋅< ,  and .1, >α= αpN  

Hence, AN ≤  and ( ).MANNMAGAA III ===  If ,AMA =I  

then ,MAN ⊆≤  this is a contradiction. So, AMA ≠I  and there 

exists some subgroup T of G such that AT ⋅<  and .TMA ⊆I  By the 
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hypothesis, B is cc-permutable in G. So, there exists some TBx ,∈  

such that .BTBT xx =  Hence, 

( ) ( ) ( ) .xx NBTBNTBNTBMANABG ===== I  

This implies that either GBT x =  or xBT  is a supplement of N in G. If 

,GBT x =  then BTBTG x ==  by Lemma 6, and TBTAA == I  

( ) .TBA =I  If ,1=NBT x I  then 1=NT x I  and ,: pTAN ==  

since .NTA =  This contradiction completes the proof. 

Theorem 3. Let G be a p-solvable group. ,ABG =  where A and B are 
p-supersolvable groups and ( ) .1, =BA  If A is cc-permutable with every 

maximal subgroup of B in G, and B is cc-permutable with every maximal 
subgroup of A in G, then G is a p-supersolvable group. 

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let G be a 
counterexample of minimal order. 

Let .GH <⋅  Obviously, HG  is a p-solvable group and =HG  

,HBHHAH ⋅  where HAH  and HBH  are p-supersolvable 

groups. Since ( ) ,1, =BA  

( ) ( ) .1,, == HBBHAAHBHHAH II  

Let .HAHHT ⋅<  Then there exists a subgroup 0A  of G such that 

AA ⋅<0  and .0 HTHHA =  By the hypothesis, B is cc-permutable 

with 0A  in G. By Lemma 4, HBH  is cc-permutable with =HHA0  

HT  in .HG  Similarly, it can be proved that HAH  is cc-

permutable with every maximal subgroup of HBH  in .HG  Thus, 

HG  satisfies the hypothesis and HG  is p-supersolvable. 

Since G is a p-solvable and outer p-supersolvable group. By Lemma 5, 

,1, == NMMNG I  and ,1, >α= αpN  where GN <⋅  and .GM ⋅<  

Since ( ) ,1, =BA  without loss of generality, we may assume that 

AN ⊆  and .MB ⊆  Then ( ).MANNMAGAA III ===  If  
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,AMA =I  then ,MAN ⊆≤  this is a contradiction. Hence, 

AMA ≠I  and there exists a subgroup T of G such that AT ⋅<  and 

.TMA ⊆I  By the hypothesis, B is cc-permutable with T in G and 

there exists some TBx ,∈  such that .BTBT xx =  Hence, ABG =  

( ) == BMAN I  ( ) .xx NBTBNT =  Then 1=NBT x I  since GN <⋅  

and N is a abelian group. So, 1=NT x I  and .1=NT I  Then 

,: pTAN ==  since ,NTA =  this is a contradiction. This implies 

that G is p-supersolvable group. 

Corollary 4. Let G be a p-solvable group. ,ABG =  where A and B 

are p-nilpotent groups and ( ) .1, =BA  If A is cc-permutable with every 

maximal subgroup of B in G and B is cc-permutable with every maximal 
subgroup of A in G, then G is p-supersolvable group. 

Corollary 5 ([12]; Theorem 3.1). A group G is supersoluble, if and 
only if ABG =  is the product of two supersoluble subgroups A and B of 
coprime orders, such that A permutes with every maximal subgroup of B, 
and B permutes with every maximal subgroup of A. 

Corollary 6 ([12]; Corollary 3.3). A group G is supersoluble, if and 
only if ABG =  is the product of two supersoluble subgroups A and B of 
coprime orders, such that every Sylow subgroup of B is permutable with 
every maximal subgroup of A, and every Sylow subgroup of A is 
permutable with every maximal subgroup of B. 
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